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Abstract—In the paper we present extensive results from
analyzing energy/performance trade-offs with power capping ob-
served on four different modern CPUs, for three different parallel
applications such as 2D heat distribution, numerical integration
and Fast Fourier Transform. The CPU tested represent both
multi-core type CPUs such as Intel R© Xeon R© E5, desktop and

mobile i7 as well as many-core Intel R© Xeon Phi
TM

x200 but
also server, desktop and mobile solutions used widely nowadays.
We show that using enforced power caps we can find points of
lower than default energy consumption but mostly for desktop
and mobile solutions at the cost of increased execution time.
We show with particular numbers how energy consumed, power
consumption and execution time change for the point of minimum
energy used versus the default configuration with no power limit,
for each application and each tested CPU.

I. INTRODUCTION

N
OWADAYS the consumption of electric energy by the

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sec-

tor reaches extreme values, it is estimated as 269 TWh per

year and 2% of global CO2 emissions. An average data

center, having 2 600 m2 server rooms, causes almost 2 MW

IT load [1]. Thus the energy conservation is very important

for such environments as well as for mobile/IoT computations

where the battery lifetime can be significantly extended by

performing various procedures such as power level capping or

calculation offload [2].

Considering the microprocessor devices: Central Processor

Units (CPUs) and their applications, usually the actual power

level used by such a device is proportional to its current

workload. However, many modern CPUs are able to control

their maximum power level via special API, e.g. RAPL [3].

Thus, in many cases for such CPUs, energy consumption
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depends not only on the workload, but also on the actual power

cap, set by the managing software or directly by the developer.

For CPUs, it is important to distinguish between the power

level and energy consumption — the factor is execution time,

as it is presented in the following sections, sometimes the

same problem is solved using a lower amount of energy

(measured in J or kWh), despite the higher (average) power

level (measured in W) observed in the device. There is no

simple conversion between these two values, but in many

cases, there is a spot where limited power causes lower energy

consumption. In this paper we are going to analyze such

minima — these can be exploited to trade off between energy

consumption and execution time.

Our original contribution covers: (i) the presentation and

analysis of execution time, power and energy consumption

measurements for different power level caps of various CPU

types, (ii) evaluation of trade-off between execution time and

energy consumption for three representative HPC applications.

The next section describes the related works, the detailed

goal of tests is presented, afterwards performed experiments

are described, including the testbed applications, systems as

well as the obtained results. And finally conclusions and future

work are covered.

II. RELATED WORK

In the context of high performance computing (HPC),

energy consumption and energy efficiency are among the most

important challenges. It is important in particular for execution

that is energy efficient for various levels of utilization [4]. The

authors of [5] investigate software methods aimed at improving

energy efficiency in parallel computing. In particular it focuses

on load imbalance, mixed precision in floating-point opera-

tions. Power consumption of compute components is char-

acterized. Energy efficiency metrics are introduced including

dynamic energy improvement for n processors. The taxonomy

of methods considered in this work includes power-aware
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scheduling and resource management, parallelization oriented

including balancing, communication focused, approximation

methods with part of computations executed with lower energy

usage and slight loss of accuracy. In papers [6] and [7] we

modeled energy consumption of parallel applications focusing

on various communication routines establishing both functions

and coefficients valid for various cluster systems.

In terms of measurement of power consumption and energy

usage, several tools and techniques have been used and re-

ported. IgProf which is an open source performance profiler is

available for x86 and x86-64 as well as ARMv7 and ARMv8

platforms. The authors of [8] added a module for statistical

sampling energy profiling. Measurements have been taken

using the RAPL interface. The STREAM benchmark has been

used to gather results that demonstrate expected correlation

between execution time and energy consumption.

RAPL (Running Average Power Limit) provides counters to

take measurements of energy consumption of CPUs, integrated

GPUs and memory as well as to set corresponding power

limits allowing to manage energy efficiency of a system. Paper

[9] focuses on measurement and power limiting for main

memory for server platforms. It has been shown that power

limits can be enforced with minimization of performance

impact of the approach. SPECCPU2000 sub-benchmarks were

run for various power limits.

Paper [10] validates DRAM related results from RAPL

for desktop and server environments with DDR3 and DDR4

types of memories. RAPL results were compared to actual

measurements with matching in general within roughly 20%.

Tests were performed with a variety of benchmarks including

sleep, HPL Linpack, gcc PAPI, SmallptGPU2 ray-tracer, Ker-

bal Space Program. RAPL has also been validated in works [3]

and [11]. In the latter, the authors concluded that RAPL power

estimation is more accurate on IvyBridge than on SandyBridge

generation of CPUs. In work [12] and paper [13] the authors

investigate power consumption of various components includ-

ing instruction decoders in x86-64 processor which was done

through microbenchmarks. The authors have concluded that

decoders consume between 3% and 10% of the total processor

package power.

A hybrid hardware/software power capping system called

PUPiL was evaluated in [14] for maximizing performance

under power capping. The solution was compared to RAPL

and e.g. a software-based DVFS control system and a software

based decision system. PUPiL showed response time similar

to hardware approaches and generally better performance than

RAPL under power constraints.

The authors of [15] notice the phenomenon called PERC

(Performance-Equivalent Resource Configurations) according

to which applications with various configurations of resources

show similar performance at various power consumption and

use it for their PowerCap algorithm that selects a configuration

that follows power limits. The authors claim that the algorithm

requires 50% less reconfiguration and 12% more power com-

pared to the DVFS approach.

In paper [16] authors propose an algorithm for scheduling

execution of independent jobs on a system with integrated

CPU-GPU with consideration of power caps. The authors have

shown that throughput has been improved by between 9% and

46% over default schedules.

As an example, in [17] the author has performed detailed

analysis of power consumption of Intel R© i7-4820K. It should

be noted, similarly to our findings for our testbed applications,

that the power consumption of an application computing

prime numbers reaches roughly 40W at the highest considered

frequency at the TDP of the CPU equal to 130W.

The authors of [18] present empirical assessment of vendor

provided power capping on a Cray XC40 system and compar-

ison of performance with p-state control. They concluded gen-

erally better performance of the latter for many benchmarks

in HPC.

III. MOTIVATIONS AND CONCEPT OF RESEARCH

Based on the aforementioned related works, we intend to

perform detailed research, for a representative set of HPC

applications, into energy/performance trade-offs for modern

multi- and many- core CPUs using software imposed power

caps.

Specifically, we are looking into such a configuration, for

each application and each CPU, for which the total energy

consumed during computations is minimized, compared to the

default configuration without power consumption caps for a

CPU i.e. full computational power. For such energy minimized

configurations, we are looking into energy/performance trade-

offs. It is especially interesting to analyze and observe it for

various modern CPUs that differ, in terms of the target market,

design and numbers of cores:

• server: Intel R© Xeon Phi
TM

x200 (many-core CPU), Intel R©

Xeon R© E5 (multi-core CPU) present in many worksta-

tions and cluster nodes,

• desktop: Intel R© Core
TM

i7 desktop present in many home

and office computers,

• mobile: Intel R© Core
TM

i7 mobile present in many laptops

and notebooks.

The software power caps as well as energy consumption

measurements are implemented using RAPL driver available in

modern Intel R© CPUs. Due to technical limitations in measur-

ing the impact of our power caps on the whole server we read

the energy consumption using RAPL from the Package (CPU

+ DRAM) and acknowledge it representative and valuable

result.

In terms of applications, we use three parallel applications,

that differ in the computing paradigms and compute/synchro-

nization overhead ratios:

• geometric single program multiple data stream: heat

distribution,

• master-slave: numerical integration and FFT.

This continues our work [19] of analysis of representative

parallel applications with consideration of energy usage.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Testbed applications

For the testing purposes we selected three representative

problems found in high performance computing (HPC) en-

vironment, and accordingly, implemented three applications,

which are executed concurrently, and are horizontally scal-

able, i.e. speeding up with the increase of the core number;

however they utilize shared memory for data exchange and

synchronization, thus in this case they cannot be distributed

between more compute nodes.

The application were implemented in C language v. C99,

using OpenMP [20] for processing parallelization. They were

compiled by the GCC v. 4.8 with maximal provided op-

timization (parameter -O3). They use the default OpenMP

configuration (omp directive: schedule(auto)) regarding the

thread number and computation partitioning, in the execution

environment we did not tune up these settings. The applica-

tions use the floating point double precision for calculations

(C language type: double).

The first application performs a numerical integration of a

given function in a specified range. The specified partition is

split between working threads and each thread calculates the

sum of its range. The intermediate results are stored separately

for each thread, although OpenMP is responsible for their

reduction (omp directive: reduction(+:)). For testing purposes

we defined the function as f(x) = 1

1+x
. The arguments of the

application allow to specify the range and the calculation’s

precision as a number of subpartitions to be integrated.

The second application is a simplified version of the 2D

heat distribution simulation (based on the conception proposed

in [21]) over the closed square area, divide into N ×N parts

and containing a set of working heaters. For test purposes we

set N = 1000 and introduced one heater located in the area

corner. The input parameters cover a speed of heat propagation

and a number of iteration to be simulated. The solution uses

three memory buffers: (i) a constant heater map in the room,

(ii) an input buffer with the current heat distribution, (iii)

an output buffer with the heat distribution after performing

current step. The buffers (i) and (ii) are swapped after each

step of simulation: the output buffer in step i becomes the

input buffer of step i+ 1. The temperature of each square in

the room can be calculated independently, thus potentially the

above problem can be parallelized (omp directive: for) among

threads as well as the threads do not interfere each other, each

one has its own area to perform the simulation.

The third application is a parallel implementation of Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT). It uses Radix-2 algorithm with

Decimation-in-Time parallelization strategy [22]. At the begin-

ning the sequence of N transformed samples (the input data)

is parallelly shuffled, then the log2N iterations are executed,

where the parallel computations over complex numbers are

performed: each thread has its own range of the data to process

(omp directive: for). The result is placed in the array replacing

the input data. For the benchmark purposes the input data is

automatically generated.

B. Testbed systems

As a testbed environment we used 4 different systems. Two

of them contained server dedicated processors with multi-core

(Xeon R© E5 v4) and many-core (Xeon Phi
TM

x200) archi-

tectures. Another two systems was based on Intel R© Core
TM

i7 processors, one dedicated for desktop and one dedicated

for mobile personal computers. Parameters of aforementioned

systems are presented in Table I.

C. Results

Obtained results are presented for each testbed system

separately. Therefore, for each of the four systems we present

three figures individual for each of testbed applications and

one common figure. In the individual figures for each power

limit preset (bottom axis) we present execution time of the

tested application (left axis) as well as total energy consumed

(right axis). The common figure presents average power (left

axis) for each test run against the power limit (bottom axis)

that was preset for each of three tested applications.

Figure 1 presents results obtained using the testbed system

with server Xeon E5 v4 for Fast Fourier Transform, simulation

of heat distribution and numerical integration respectively. The

most important observation is that the testbed aplications used

in experiments are not able to reach the TDP of server Xeon

processor. In each case for the experiment with maximum

power limit we use less then 50% of available power. However,

when the limit is set below 50% of TDP and close to the

reference power consumption the average power consumption

starts to respect the enforced limit. For this system the benefits

of lowering the power consumption can be observed only

for one testbed application (FFT) for which we can find the

minimum of energy consumed while running calculations with

different power limits. Howewer, the minimum is still saving

less than 3% of energy comparing to reference run with

no limits. The two other applications have the most energy

efficient point at their default settings of the power limit.

Figure 2 presents the results obtained using testbed sys-

tem with another server processor, Xeon Phi x200, again

for Fast Fourier Transform, simulation of heat distribution

and numerical integration respectively. Although both server

processors present far different architectures (multi-core vs.

many-core), the results of the experiments are quite similar.

The main common feature of experimental results is that

again our testbed applications are using less then 50% of

available power. The system respects the preset limit in each

case until the minimum value (85W) is reached. For two of

tested applications (heat distribution and FFT) we observed

the minimum of energy consumed for the value of power limit

135W. However, the energy benefits are not significant again

(1-3% energy saved). For numerical integration the lowest

energy consumption was obtained again when the power limit

had its default value.

Figure 3 presents results of the same testbed applications

for the first of non-server testbed systems with mobile PC

dedicated Intel R© Core
TM

i7 processor. Results for the last

system with another Intel R© Core
TM

i7 processor, dedicated
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Fig. 1. Tests results for Xeon R© E5 v4.

Fig. 2. Tests results for Xeon Phi
TM

x200.
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Fig. 3. Tests results for mobile Core
TM

i7.

Fig. 4. Tests results for desktop Core
TM

i7.
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TABLE I
TESTBED SYSTEMS USED IN EXPERIMENTS.

System Processor Base Frequency Physical Cores Logical Cores Architecture Cache RAM

Xeon E5 v4 Intel R© Xeon R© E5-2620 v4 2.10 GHz 2 x 8 32 Broadwell 2 x 20 MB 128 GB

Xeon Phi x200 Intel R© Xeon Phi
TM

7210 1.30 GHz 64 256 Knights Landing 32 MB 256 GB

Mobile Core i7 Intel R© Core
TM

i7-5500U 2.40 GHz 2 4 Broadwell 4 MB 16 GB

Desktop Core i7 Intel R© Core
TM

i7-7700 3.60 GHz 4 8 Kaby Lake 8 MB 16 GB

for desktop PC are presented in the last figure, Figure 4. In

both mobile and desktop systems the proposed applications

seem to generate reasonable load and compared to the server

testbed systems much more of available power is used. The

level of power consumption is the highest for heat distribution

simulation and the lowest for numerical integration. Both

systems respect the preset limit well.

For the last two testbed systems we finally observed significant

energy consumption benefits caused by limiting the power. The

most efficient cases allow to save 25-28% of energy using

the Mobile Core i7 system and 16-29% of energy using the

Desktop Core i7 system. Of course, as we expected, with

gain on energy savings we increase execution time. However,

the time loss is much higher than the energy savings. For

Mobile Core i7 system execution time increased by 59-86%

and for the Desktop Core i7 system the time increase was in

range of 38-80%. However, while considering only minimal

energy points the time loss might suggest that power limiting

is unreasonable, other low energy points with much better

performance can be found. If we consider execution time

against power limit we can observe that time grows non-

linearly with a linear decrease of power limit and the energy

consumption has several points besides the minimum in a

region below e.g. 20% of energy saved. In such a situation

we can search for much better performance with a power

limit slightly higher and energy savings level similar to the

best possible result. An examplary illustration of the proposed

approach could be seen in the results of FFT tests in Figure 4

(top left) where the minimum of energy was obtained for the

power limit 25W but for the 30W limit we are able to obtain

as good energy savings as in the best case (around 24%) but

the time loss drops from 79% to 50%.

D. Conclusions

The results of experiments with limiting the power we

proposed and executed on selected testbed systems can lead

to several conclusions. First of all, the RAPL driver is able

to limit the average power consumption for each of testbed

systems and the systems respect the enforced power limit when

set between minimal and maximal value. In the experiments

we focused on lowering the power consumption and measuring

the performance (execution time) and energy consumption

during test application runs. We selected the most energy

efficient power limit settings and compared the results with the

reference values with non-limited (reference) test runs. Table

II collects the aforementioned data and correlates them with

testbed systems and testbed applications.

The data collected together allows not only for answering the

concerns that was a goal of this article but it is possible to

compare the performance of the systems and energy efficiency

between each other as well. For the testbed applications se-

lected by us for the experiments the best performing system for

2 out of 3 applications was Xeon Phi x200. On the other hand

the most energy efficient system was also a server dedicated

processor but Xeon E5 v4. Both server systems showed that

for such testbed applications the power consumption limiting

gives no or unsignificant results of energy saving.

The other pair of testbed systems based on Mobile and

Desktop Core i7 processors proved that power consumption

limiting can result in significant energy savings but, what is

expected, we have to take the loss of performance into account.

For the most energy efficient settings which offer between 16%

and 29% of energy savings the performance loss is between

38% and 86%. One more conclusion when looking at the

power utilisation for the Mobile and Desktop Core i7 systems

is that when the testbed application is able to make use of

more available power when no limits are set, the better are

results of lowering the energy consumption. We can assume

that if we had another testbed application that would be able

to exploit more of the TDP of our server testbed systems we

could probably observe better energy saving results.

V. FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

The paper presented the experiments measuring the electri-

cal energy consumption under a set of power caps for three

representative HPC applications and four different processors.

For some of CPU-application pairs the result analysis shows

the existence of energy minima where the power capping

provides significant savings — up to 28.8% for Desktop Core

i7 executing the Heat Distribution simulation (see Table II for

more details).

The future works are going to cover the following issues:

• analysis of the trade-off to find out potential points where

values for measures incorporating execution time and

energy used would be optimal for a specific application,

• benchmarking other applications, especially those that

take more power from our testbed systems,
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF RESULTS PRESENTING MINIMAL ENERGY CASE FOR EACH EXPERIMENT.

Testbed application
Fast Fourier Transform Heat Distribution Numerical Integrate

E Plim Pav t E Plim Pav t E Plim Pav t
[J] [W] [W] [s] [J] [W] [W] [s] [J] [W] [W] [s]

Reference 694.4 170.0 64.1 21.7 1282.1 170.0 66.3 38.7 703.1 170.0 55.8 25.2
Xeon Best case 674.7 60.0 52.1 25.9 1282.1 170.0 66.3 38.7 703.1 170.0 55.8 25.2
E5 v4 Difference -2.8% -64,7% -18.6% 19.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Reference 1266.0 215.0 149.1 8.5 4623.4 215.0 158.3 29.2 4,605.9 215.0 125.9 36.6
Xeon Phi Best case 1257.2 140.0 130.4 9.6 4482.6 140.0 132.4 33.9 4,605.9 215.0 125.9 36.6
x200 Difference -0.7% -34.9% -12.5% 13.5% -3.0% -34.9% -16.3% 15.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Reference 966.5 15.0 14.8 65.3 2008.5 15.0 14.9 134.9 999.2 15.0 12.6 79.4
Mobile Best case 700.5 6.0 6.0 117.4 1502.2 7.0 7.0 215.7 730.6 5.0 5.0 147.0
Core i7 Difference -27.5% -60.0% -59.7% 79.9% -25.2% -53.3% -53.2% 59.9% -26.9% -66.7% -60.5% 85.1%

Reference 1119.6 65.0 59.2 18.9 2616.1 65.0 58.2 44.9 2,313.9 65.0 43.8 52.9
Desktop Best case 847.2 25.0 25.0 33.9 1863.8 30.0 29.9 62.2 1,931.4 25.0 25.0 77.4
Core i7 Difference -24.3% -61.5% -57.8% 79.5% -28.8% -53.8% -48.6% 38.5% -16.5% -61.5% -43.0% 46.4%

• power-aware modeling of compute devices in frameworks

for simulation of application runs in high performance

computing environments such as MERPSYS [23],

• development of a tool for automatic detection of the op-

timal power settings for the aforementioned time-energy

measures using historical data (e.g. via machine learning),

• proposing a new method for minimizing the electrical en-

ergy usage dynamically at runtime for various HPC/cloud

workloads [24].

We assume that the expectations of the IT industry will

generate a high demand for green computing methods used for

exchanging time of computations into savings in the energy

consumption (e.g. dedicated for off-pick hours of data centers).

Thus, we hope that our work will stimulate even more research

on the subject.
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